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Words with dict root word

318 words containing dictation were found. Check out our Scrabble Word Finder, Words with Friends cheat dictionary, and WordHub word solver to find words that contain dictation. Or use our Unscramble word solver to find the best possible game! Related: Words that begin with dictation, Words that end in the dict Scrabble Words with friends WordHub Crossword addict cause
to become an addict addict in violation of dictaphone dictate dictator dictionary Dictograph edict interdict predict verdict interdict command against addict in violation of dictaphone dictate dictator dictionary dictionaryDictograph edict interdict predict verdict diction the manner, which is something expressed by the words of an addict at odds dictaphone dictate dictator dictionary
Dictograph edict interdict predict verdict edict formal or authoritative statement addict in violation of dictaphone dictate dictator dictionary dictograph edict interdict predict the verdict dictate the guiding principle of the addict in violation of the dictaphone dictate dictator dictionary Dictograph edict interdict predict the verdict in violation to show negative; prove to be a false addict in
violation of dictaphone dictate dictator dictionary Dictograph edict interdict predict verdict predict to say pre-addict in violation of dictaphone dictate dictator dictionary Dictograph edict interdict predict the verdict of the dictator's ruler, which is without limitation the law addict contradiction dictaphone dictate dictator dictionary Dictograph edict interdict predict verdict dictionary
reference book containing alphabetical list of words addict conflict dictaphone dictate dictator dictionary dictograph edict interdict predict verdict verdict finding jury on questions submitted to it for decision addict inconsistent dictaphone dictate dictator dictionary Dictograph edict interdict predict verdict dict &amp; dic ROOT-WORDS are DIC &amp; DICT, which means SAY &amp;
DECLARE. It's a good ROOT to own and opens the door to many necessary words. You'll recognize him without difficulty. Note the change in the pronunciation of words 13-17. Sound c is completely omitted. DICT = DIT. 1. Dictate: DIC tate (dik' tate) v. command; be declared; how to dictate act 2. Dictator : DICT ator (dik' tate r) n. Whoever commands; Absolute Ruler 3. Dictation
: DICT ation (dik tay' shun) n. Authoritative command; as, the yield to dictation 4. Dictionary : DIC tion (dik' shun) n. language; choice of words; like, fine dictionary 5. Dictionary : DIC tionary (dik' shu nare ee) n. Reference book of words 6. Dictum : DICT um (dik' tum) n. Declaration by the dictator 7. Dictatorship : DICT atorship (dik tate' or ship) n. Dictator's rule 8. Dictatorial : DICT
atorial (dik ta tore' ee al) adj. Conflict : contra DICT (con tract of dictation) v. Speak out against; declare it incorrect on 10 March 2006. Indicate : in DIC ate (in' di kate) in. Point it out; as, indicate error 11. Indication: in DIC ation (in di kay' shun) n. A sign; as, the favor information 12. : in DIC ator (in' di kate r) n. What points to something 13. Indict: in DICT (dite') v. He was charged
with a misdemeanor on March 14, 2015. Indictment : in DICT ment (dite' ment) n. Fee; As, the murder charge on March 15, 2015, was filed in 2013. Defendant: in DICT capable (in dite' and b'l) of adj. He can be charged, as in crime 16. Defendant : in DICT er (dite' er) n. Whoever makes the criminal charge on 17 December 2015 has been charged with a crime. Indictee : in DICT
ee (in die tee') n. Whoever is charged with the crime on 18 March 2015 has been charged with a charge of murder. Indicative : in DIC ative (in dikt at iv) adj. points out; Communication of 19 June 2005 on the communication on the Prediction : for DICT ion (for dik' shun) n. Prophecy 20. Malediction : male DICT ion (mal e dik' shun) n. Words of bad rants; curse etymologyHOME
PAGE all oYOU We will create each session just for you. Nothing is out-of-the-box! Advance your word path in quick, easy steps. Focus on learning what's important to you; We will manage your progress behind the scenes. LearnThatWord is a complete solution. We are your virtual mom, catering to all your needs and helping you be the best you can be. wordgenie I'm
WordGenie™, your personal trainer. Your word of desire is my command! Reveal my powers, dear Lord! It's all set for you, for one-click magic! Let me put you on your word path so you'll advance in well-planned, logical steps. What gives me such magical powers? Learning from more than 30 vocabulary experts. Deep analysis of millions of texts. Years and years of obsession
with words. Sleepless sleepless nights with databases. Multi-media Explore each word context, its nuances and flavors, to get a sense of how to use it. Integrated in each quiz is our open English dictionary, ODE. It is the richest and most interesting dictionary of students' available. Explore Words Through: Videos Images Pronunciation from Around the World 100s Examples of
Using Idioms and Limericks Interactive Thesaurus Definitions from Multiple Sources Translations in 37 Languages Synonyms, Antonyms Words That Rhyme Origin and Root Word Information Verb Conjugation Retorting Comments and Trinkets smartprogress Want results is not busy! At LearnThatWord, each session is focused, interesting, and made just for you. We'll check the
words you know to focus your energy on those that need more practice. Your individual training plan is the right words to explore at the right time. Get lasting results 10x faster than any other vocabulary tool. Fastquizzes Sessions are lightning fast and seamless. We're not addicted to tricks or effects to make shows fun. Our members love it for their intelligent design and
efficiency. You'll appreciate the rapid progress you make even more than the rewards and prizes you earn. Increase your skills in private, at your own speed, without grades, pressure or embarrassment. Lasting results The word turns into vocabulary when you learn it at heart. It's the moment when you no longer have to think about you will be using. Once you get to this level of
automency, word word you forever. You'll never forget it. LearnThatWord is the only fully managed solution that builds this automency. You will meet each word repeatedly over time and explore its nuances and flavors. Our multimedia resources certify words. Proven learning methods, accelerated by adaptive and individualized coaching, make words stick. New words become a
vocabulary that moves you forward. We are so confident in the results, we guarantee them! nonprofit Our goal is to empower you by giving you the vocabulary you need to succeed with confidence. We provide unlimited free totech for students around the world. Upgrade at any time to take advantage of premium features. Premium members support our global literacy campaign,
Junction vocabulary, and the expansion of our student collaboration vocabulary. The Latin root word dictation and its variant dic mean, say. Let me say a few words about this useful English word root. Have you ever wondered what the origin of the dictionary is? Dictionaries help with pronunciation or correct 'saying' of words, in addition to having additional word information such
as definitions and word of origin. Are you addicted to reading the dictionary? If so, you are 'told' or declared your love for her. Some people try to predict events before they happen and thereby 'say' what happens before they actually do. The prediction is often incorrect and therefore contradicts or 'spoken' against what actually happens. Did your school have a valedictorian who
'said' a farewell address at a high school graduation ceremony? If so, she can dictate or 'say' her speech to a friend who wrote it for her. The speech itself was probably dedicated or 'said' to members of her graduating class. The verdict is true,' he told the jury, which determines whether the defendant put on trial is innocent or guilty. If the defendant is indicted, he is said to be free
of all the charges that have been brought against him. However, the jury may just as well state or say that he is guilty! Only unreasonable would question what the dictator 'says' because he gets the ultimate 'say' in everything. In fact, talking in such a way would put you in quite a difficult or dangerous situation because you would 'say' something like you're thinking about what its
consequences might mean! Now I've devoted enough time to 'say' things about the basic words dictate and dic. But go ahead and thumb through the dictionary and see how many other words it suggests this useful root! dictionary: narrates, as 'say' words addict: 'says' hard to predict something: 'say' in advance contradiction: 'say' against valedictorian: he who 'says' farewell
dictate: 'say' words to another devotee: to say to the next verdict: to talk about the truth that is characterized: say it without something that suggests: tell to be a known dictator: a spokesman for problems with the rules: the result when a person speaks too quickly , or before it should
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